Alumnus Matthew Mark Horn (’93) addresses the Sabor for the 5th Anniversary of Croatia’s NATO Membership

Matthew Mark Horn (’93) was invited by the President of Croatia, Ivo Josipovic, and Foreign Minister Pusic to address the Parliament – the Sabor for the 5th Anniversary of Croatia’s NATO Membership. Matthew spoke following addresses by the President, Prime Minister Milanovic, and Speaker Leko of the Sabor. You can watch Matthew give his remarks by clicking here (he is approximately 01:16:00 into the video). He also delivered a lecture to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Defense on Treaty Law, U.S. Constitutional Law as applied to treaties, and a detailed overview of the Constitution, the branches of government and how our system of government works, as it applies to NATO and U.S. Foreign and Defense Policy and National Security. Matthew referenced Pace Law School in his remarks and the Foreign Minister also mentioned Pace Law School in her introductory remarks about Matthew. While there, Matthew also met with the Chief of Defense staff and the Deputy Chief of Defense staff, was hosted for a breakfast with the American Chamber of Congress in Croatia, and had meetings with executives of leading Croatian businesses, including some of the largest in the region. In July 2013, Matthew was also decorated by President Josipovic with one of Croatia's highest honors, the Order of Stjepan Radić for his advocacy during critical phases in Croatia's NATO Accession process.